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UL IDES Prospector is a searchable online database that includes 85,000 data sheets from 875 manufacturers. Each 
data sheet includes property, processing and supplier contact  information.  Prospector is relied on by 365,000 
design engineers and plastics processors.  Using Prospector, they save time with plastics material selection by 
quickly and easily referencing technical information critical to the success of their products.

“Prospector is absolutely the best and most well known search engine for plastics raw materials in the world.  We use 
Prospector every day – it’s a real time saver!” 

- Birgit Elvardt Bader, Production Manager, Micotron
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Prospector Plastics Database – www.ides.com/prospector 

Material Data Management – www.ides.com/datasheets 

Advertising – www.ides.com/advertise

With our data management services, plastics suppliers and distributors can have custom search interfaces available 
on their website for their customers, website visitors, sales and customer service teams.  These provide intuitive 
ways to find and view technical data sheets for their products. 

“With IDES data services, our website now displays the most current information on the products we distribute and 
links to our backend RFQ and sales order system, adding both value and service for our customers.” 

  - Kevin Chase, Owner & President, Chase Plastics

Reach 365,000 pre-qualified plastics professionals and generate leads with proven techniques.  Electronic 
newsletter insertions, sponsored webinars and powerful online ads are available to make the most of your 
lead-generation program.

IDES and UL have joined forces to give the plastics industry an unprecedented level of information, 
insight and intelligence.  Melding the leading information resource for plastics material with the world’s 
most trusted name in plastics testing and certification empowers the supply chain of plastics material 
to make faster, smarter decisions.  Our powerful tools search, filter and mine a comprehensive database 
of company and third-party validated information using an intuitively elegant and simple interface.  
Whether you are a product manufacturer or a material supplier, UL IDES can grow your business with a 
unique suite of tools and services.


